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Sheffield Razors – Notes from Ken Hawley, February, 2005.

2. Blade steel.
All Sheffield razors were made from high quality crucible cast steel of 1.4% carbon. The
ingot was cogged under a large hammer, rolled to a tapered section of suitable size, then
cut to 8-10 foot lengths known as ‘strings’. Most razors until c.1900 were hand forged.
After this time they were drop stamped, hardened, tempered over a coke fire.

3. Blade sizes

Blades are sized in widths, expressed in eighths of an inch as in 3/8, 4/8, 6/8, 8/8, 10/8.

4. Blade points

Round, Square, Irish, hollow – there are others.

5. Blade backs.

Quill, arris, swage, fancy back.

6. Blade Grob

On many razors, the junction of the point and the back is ground off at an angle. This
called the Grob.

7. Thumb Hole

The back of the thumb hole is jimped by grinding. The dot hole is punched in by forger.
The underside of thumb hole is file cut by hand. The mark, if black was struck by the
forger, usually on the manufacturer’s premises. If etched, it may have been made for the
manufacturer

8. Blade tang

9. Blade hollow

Hollow grinding allows the blade to have a more acute cutting edge. The blades are
ground on very small diameter wheels. Flat sides, then common, middle, full. Rattler
and half-rattler are slightly different profile and Swedish has the blade set into the back.

10. Blade shoulder

11. Blade grinding

(Blades are moved across the face of the grinding wheel.)
Bill Hukin, Sheffield’s last razor grinder, who died aged 89 in 1995, said each blade went
through hius hands 37 times, and that his father had done more. Each part of the blade
required a separate wheel and each part had to go through several grinding processes to
reach the stage of perfection in which the whole blade might reflect like a mirror.

The razor grinder was considered to be the most skilful of all the grinding trades in
Sheffield. Fancy back grinding was done by just one or two razor grinders, one of the
best being Mr Elshaw who worked at George Wostenholm. Common blades were glazed
only. the best would be finished on a lead lap giving an unsurpassed ‘black’ flat, fine
finish. Sometimes tangs were finished differently from the blade, ie polished tang, glazed
blade.

12. Blade etching

The final process of making a blade was acid etching the name or mark on the blade.
This could be highly artistic. A jet black etch of fine lines against a highly polished
background, possibly highlighted by gold outlines was extremely well executed.

13. Scales

The scales are held together by two pins, with a washer, called a rivet. The tin may be
made of pewter, or xylo and keeps the scales apart to allow the blade to seat. The stop is
fitted in a few razors, it prevents the edge of the blade from protruding.

Razor scales were made from bone, buffalo horn (grey or black), ivory, pearl,
tortoiseshell, stag orn (not many), xylonite, a rubber sulphur combination moulded to
shape, supplied by the Anglo-Scottish Rubber Co. (?) Edinburgh. Moulded plastic, with
the tin, were latterly used when no other was available. It was the job of the ‘setter in’
and whetter.

to make – if necessary – the scales and the rivets which were the tiny washers. Also, the
punch to make them, everything was done ‘in house’.

Finally, after setting in ie

assembling the whole lot together, the blade was whetted ie finished to the degree with
which the client could shave with it. It was sometimes tried out on the hairs on the back
of the arm!

